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-Photography for me is a way of life. Just

like writers put down words to express

themselves, I take pictures regularly to

express myself and tell stories of the world I

live in. 

 

 - My days in university opened my eyes to

how diverse the universe is. I studied

Geology and during my 4yrs of study, we

traveled for fieldwork, in which I constantly

took pictures of our experience. Easily, I fell

in love with travel photography. I easily get

bored being on one spot, so my cravings for

adventure came naturally. 

 

- Hmmm.  As of today, the most

challenging has been the documentary to

Chappal Waddi that we made for CNN. I

was the Drone pilot and 2nd Cameraman.

We had to climb for hours while we filmed.

Getting to Chappal Waddi was not an easy

journey but we had to do it while filming.

There was also the challenge of power

supply. We passed through remote villages

to get there, so we hardly found a power

supply to recharge our batteries. In other

words, whatever shots we were taking had

to be precise and we thought through,

Especially with the drone. 

T H E

D R O N E

M A G I C I A N A travel photography
interview of Kingsley

Obaseki with Zino.

What does photography mean to you?

Why did you choose to become a
travel photographer?

Among your projects, which was
most challenging? 
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‘THE PEAK OF
THE JOURNEY
WAS WHEN WE
GOT TO THE TOP
OF CHAPPAL
WADDI’

 

- It was a surreal experience. Chappal
Waddi is the highest mountain in
Nigeria and West Africa. We weren't
taught this In school while growing up,  
So finding out as an adult was very
surprising and this made the trip very
important to us. The route to Chappal
Waddi is not a popular one. We were
basically also there to map out the
best route for other tourists to follow
- So it wasn't the most pleasant
journey but we knew what we were in
for. The group I went with made the
trip super fun. The peak of the Journey
was when we got to the top of Chappal
Waddi, we were very tired but
immediately we got there, we got
energized to celebrate. 

KINGOBAS

You were called the Drone Magician; tell us what

your experience flying a drone in the terrain of

Chappal Waddi was like?

What other projects would you like to take up

in the future?

 - In the future, I would love to make a

documentary of important people in Africa who

are doing amazing works and making a change. I'm

a travel photographer - telling stories around the

world is what I do and I'll keep doing that.  After

climbing Mt Chappal Waddi, I would love to climb

Mt Cameroon and then Mt Kilimanjaro. 

What inspires you?
  The outdoor, new places, nature, and music.

What advice would you give upcoming travel

photographers and videographers?

 I would always say to anybody who's

upcoming - Get out there. Do not wait for a

client to contact you before you create travel

content. Luck is when preparation meets

opportunity. You can't afford to not be ready

when the opportunity meets you. Get out

there and create your travel portfolio. You can

start with your surroundings or your

neighboring state. 

How was climbing to the summit of 
Chappal Waddi? 
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By Albright Tej ir i  Onodje.



While growing up, I would watch my mum cut out
patterns from old newspapers and sew beautiful pieces
from them. She would indulge me in choosing her next
style to sew and was delighted to turn some of my
squiggly sketches to life. It only made sense that my
interest in fashion grew by watching her work the
fabrics.

As I began to note the processes for garment making,
and with my growing enthusiasm for technology, my
path to the digitalization of these processes lit up.

Over the years, I began to discover more ways to
visualize what we wanted to sew through digital
pattern-making software, and our processes changed to
be more conservative and sustainable. However, it was
not until 2019 in a tailoring shop at Edo state, Nigeria,
that it dawned on me that a large amount of daily fabric
waste was produced in garment making. In 2019, I
enrolled in a sewing class to brush up on my pattern-
making skills. 

My "madam" (as Nigerians will sometimes call a boss)
and I saw the hip of cut-out fabrics lying in the shop and
planned to dispose of it. I had been planning to get a
mannequin for sewing practice, and that was when I
realized that we could make press-in mannequins from
the fabric waste. In a month, we gathered enough fabric
waste to make two mini mannequins.

In Christina Dean's article on "Waste - is it 'really' in
fashion?", she shares insights on how as consumers, we
can reduce our fashion footprint. She also threw light
on some efforts of fashion clothing producers to
contribute to this goal. 

DIGITAL FASHION FOR A SUSTAINABLE

FUTURE: 

The Albright Tejir i  Atel ier & The UN SDGs. 

By Albright Tej ir i  Onodje.

I  began to discover more ways to visualise what we wanted

to sew through digital pattern making softwares...
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In 2018, a study by the United Nations showed that the fashion industry generates up
to 20% of global water waste and discards around 21 billion tonnes of textiles to
landfills. However, among the different strategies to curb this issue, digital fashion
shines a glare of hope. With digital fashion, fast fashion trends can be more
sustainable and eco-friendly through the complementary release of virtual fashion
collections. 

Digital fashion has been shown to improve the pre and post-production stages of
garment production. With digital fashion, visualizing the proposed outcome of a
pattern design is easy. This has helped improve the decision-making of fashion
designers as well as save production costs and actual fabrics, leading to lesser waste
generated. 
The rise of virtual models has also helped us appreciate similar patterns on the diverse
physique and skin tones, yielding to a more inclusive design. I believe that fashion
design should be more practical - more inclusive. As in the practical world, people
shop online for what they like to wear, a product display of in-stock clothing on real
models can be supplemented with virtual models of varying physiques wearing similar
garments.

At the Albright Tejiri Atelier, through the UN 2030 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG), we are building products for a more sustainable world. With our E-magazine,
Lanin. B, we will be telling the brand stories of African-owned businesses. We also aim
to introduce digital concepts for the improved representation and economic growth
of these businesses, through the use of virtual models of diverse origins. 

Through our virtual studio, ATVS, we are providing virtual spaces for proper brand
representation. We believe that this solution will provide businesses the opportunity
to curate virtual spaces that best represent their brand stories and connect to their
target audience.

We hope that you will join us on the train to a more inclusive world where we all have
immersive spaces and mediums, to tell our unique and representative stories.

Welcome to Lanin. B - Tell your story!

At the Albright Tejiri Atelier, through
the UN 2030 SDGs, we are building
products for a more sustainable world.
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Odeva is a women's wear label that showcases the
modern African woman who is deeply rooted in her
beautiful African culture. 

Odeva uses different fabrics in the likes of Adire, Ankara,
Aso oke to make beautiful and elegant  African dresses
that give that dashing look. Modupe Uhuangho-Egharevba
is the designer behind this superb label.

The Albright Tejir Atelier being inspired by one of Odeva's
works, digitally designed the same outfit for  Zino.

Model: Zino
Designed by: Albright Tejiri  Atelier
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Oh, the places I love to go...Digitally of course! 

As a virtual model, I get to visit exciting real and virtual spaces and I am even more excited to
share these places with you. At Lanin. B, we are bringing you these amazing experiences for
your view both statically and in real-time virtual visits.

My interview with KingObas shows how creative artists capture timeless moments and we are
going a step further to immerse you into their works by creating virtual studios to embody
these pieces. I stepped into a Virtual Studio we built to demonstrate this concept and boy do
we have something coming!

What do you think about gamified virtual studios, where you get to enjoy both the works of
creative artists and the thrill of playing a game? 

Stick with us at Lanin. B to find out more!
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SEE THE WORLD THROUGH MY DIGITAL EYES
with Zino



M I U N A
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MIUNA- Work-Life balance Advocate 

Miuna speaks about ways in which you can maintain a
healthy work-life balance while looking and being your
best at the workplace.

Find out more about Miuna on our website:
www.laninb.com

F A S H I O N  H A C K S  I N  T H E  C O R P O R A T E  W O R L D

Trad Fridays

K e e p  i t  S i m p l e
So we do this thing in my office here in
Nigeria, where we wear traditional
clothing to work on Fridays. When in
doubt of what to wear, refer to rule
number 1 and keep it simple. On trad
Fridays, less is more and you can
achieve that unique style with a nice
pattern.

Never be caught unfresh

Dress worthy for a
meeting
There are times in our lives when the
unexpected happens - one of such is
an impromptu meeting with a client or
your boss. Always dress as though you
expect your biggest client, or like you
will be called to present at a board
meeting; and for days you do not feel
totally in tune with the high vibe of
looking your best, well, wear
something meeting- worthy.
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Rule No. #1

B e  C o m f o r t a b l e
Being comfortable is paramount for
me. Think about the long hours you
would have to spend at your desk, or
talking to a client. I mean, is a corset
really your go-to item at work?

with Miuna
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 WITH ULO  

The Digital Revolution of Clothing

Just a few weeks ago, I was having a discussion with Zino and she mentioned how fashion trends
these days have really gotten bold and daring and I said to her " Welcome to a generation that is
not afraid to wear what they want.

It has become more obvious that trends are set by those who decide to be true to themselves.
Fashion goes beyond worn clothes; it portrays your personality and belief and the greatest power
of a designer is understanding this unspoken truth. Trends in fashion bring people together but
yet still  allows people the ability to display their own individual style at the same time. 

From the 2019 pandemic era where people were more restricted to the confinement of their
homes, the focus became what was comfortable, rather than being necessarily fashionable.
However, we have seen a spike in digital clothing trends. What was once called "photoshopping"
is now fastly adopted as an intrinsic arm of fashion, and fashion has become more sustainable
than we ever imagined happening sooner, and this is of course a supplement to fashion as people
would wear real clothes to functions. 

With digital fashion, the possibilities are endless...what exciting times we have ahead!

ULO- High Fashion goddess
She's a full-time virtual model at the Albright Tejiri Atelier and works with the Design lead to bring brilliant designs to
life. 

Ulo is passionate about the latest fashion trends and her style is experimental and explorative. She creates high fashion
trends as she mixes fabric pieces.

Find out more about Ulo on our website: www.laninb.com
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Managing virtual Art Galleries has enabled me to
see art as a world of its own.  What intrigues me is
the beauty of having digital spaces where you can
see the world expressed not only on canvas but feel
as though you were there with the creative artist. I
get this feeling every day and knowing how
wonderful it is, I believe art Galleries should be
showcased in a very relaxing and accessible way.

As a business strategist, here are few tips I would
like to share with you as an artist. As artists display
artworks, in physical galleries, digital galleries are
omini-spaces to get people from anywhere in the
world, viewing your artworks in the most creative
and immersive way, even from the comfort of their
homes.  Displaying your products is one smart way
to expand your reach and improve customer
engagement.

Amazing right! Welcome to a virtual world where
you can get a virtual studio that displays all your
artwork. I present to you ATVS.  A studio that can
be visited from any part of the world.

Find out more on our website at www.laninb.com

Displaying your products is one smart
way to expand your reach and improve
customer engagement.

KOBI- Business Strategist Expert.
Kobi is your go-to guy for business strategy and art.
He is a skilled businessman who manages a top art
gallery downtown.

He enjoys sharing business tips with small
businesses to help scale up and run impeccably. He
also shares highlights of trends in the art industry.

Find out more about Kobi on our website:
www.laninb.com

Virtual Art Showcase: The Next Big Thing
with Kobi
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What if games could change the world? Well, it is already happening.

In the movie, Ready Player One, directed by Steven Spielberg, James Halliday a virtual reality creator of a
game called OASIS, hides the keys to his fortune in an "easter egg hunt", for a worthy player to find after his
death. Wade, a teenager, sets out on a quest to solve the immersive puzzle and find the keys and the
fortune. This movie presented an interesting proposition that values and morals can be passed through
games.

In our world today, games are used to improve different skills in toddlers, from reading to visual-spatial
skills from games like Minecraft. Some games have also been built to improve problem-solving skills and
we see in multi-player games that introverted people are presented with options to socialize at their zones
of comfort. 

Gaming is fast becoming more lucrative. In 2019, the 16-year-old winner of the first Fortnite World Cup, Kyle
Giersdorf, also known as Bugha, won $3 million. The other 99 solo finalists won from $50,000 to $1.8
million each. Imagine your country's GPD skyrocketing through people having fun on gaming pads - that is
one world-changing venture.

GAMES CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
with Dewale

Dewale: Sports and Fitness Enthusiast

Dewale emphasizes the need for mind and body wellness through sports and games.
 
Find out more on www.laninb.com
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The concept of interior design has developed over the years from an activity done for new buildings to being sort out for a
space make-over. People seek help from interior designers to refurbish their spaces and digital design is one smart
solution which designers use to get the design to the taste of the client, before executing the project.

With digital design, you get to see your space with your desired interior decorations in a virtual form before it is actually
created, and for interior decorators, this helps clients have a clearer viewing of what they are getting. 
Considering how much I love cuisines, I'm working on a restaurant project. For me, the goal is perfection hence the need to
experience the close to reality feel of the restaurant through digital designs before resources are channeled towards the
main construction.

What I help you do here at Lanin. B is to bring the touch of finesse to your realtor projects through strategic marketing, via
immersive and static channels.

Visualising your Interior Spaces through Digital Design.

with Pierre

PIERRE- Real Estate and Cuisine Guru
Pierre is a real estate realtor and a Cuisine Guru. He is well versed in the intricacies of real estate marketing and
advertisement. He loves his inter-continental cuisines, from Asia to Europe and all of Africa.

Find out more about Piere on our website: www.laninb.com








